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DEMOGRAGY NOT DEAD
An Editoral by Ruth Taylor That

Is Timely and Pointed
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Technicolor Action Film
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TouristKravel Will Take i
Jump on July 4th Weekend |

Fourth ofJuly falling on Friday this
year provides aRilong « vacation
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 "Ware of Suspicious
Appearing Packages

Police Advise to Avoid All

Mysterious Parcels.
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of bombs.”
Within the past few months siate
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Pie Regular Army Dish
At Northeast Air Base

CHICOPEE, MASE.Soldiers ut
Westover fleld expect ple and they
get it |
Maj. George DeGraff, post quar

termanter at the new northeast air |
base, has no difficulty in supplying
his 300 troops with ples for dessert.
The mess sergeant keeps plenty of
flour and shortening on hand, and
the cook detail does the rest

Roaming around the camp, the
stidiers have access to an abun |
dance of fruit that includes apples, |
blueberries, blackberries, grapes, of |
derberries and even cranberries, all
of choice varieties, :
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Only

$142.75
Easy Terme

Notice the brilliant new beauty, and greater use-

fulness of the Model L-6, shown shove. Yet, due
to the Super-Powered MeterMiser it actually
costs Jess to operate. It has a GiasyTopped
Hydrator for better, more convenient preserva-

tion of fruits and vegetables . . . a big Covered
Cold-Stornge Tray for meats and one fall shelf
extra. These features and dowenssofothers make

this low priced Frigidaire a really sensational
value— inside and out. Ask us fo prove it/

Dver 6,000,000 Frigidaires have been built and sold!

Supet-Powered Meter-Iiter
Simplest refrigerating mechanism,ever
built. Permanently sealed, never seeds
oiling. Only Frigidaire has it.

Quidkube Trays
Built-in Instant Tray Release and
Instant Cube Release that get out ice

cubes at the touch of a finger and lift
of a lever.

  
 


